Area measures of the Geöcze type can be constructed for continuous parametric surfaces of finite Lebesgue area provided the surface satisfies the significant cylindrical condition. It is shown that requiring this condition is equivalent to requiring the Hausdorff rectifiability of a certain subset of the range of the surface.
Introduction. The construction of area measures of the Geöcze type for continuous ¿-dimensional parametric surfaces in «-space uses not only the basic hypothesis of finiteness of area but, when 2<k<n, additional hypotheses as well. Thus the surface may be required to (a) belong to the lower area quasi additivity class or, equivalently, (b) satisfy the significant cylindrical condition (see [8] ). These two hypotheses are known to be weaker than requiring the ik+ l)-dimensional Hausdorff measure of the range of the surface to vanish.
The purpose of this note is to show (Theorem 2.1) that if the surface has finite Lebesgue ¿-area, then hypothesis (b) is equivalent to requiring the Hausdorff ¿-rectifiability of a certain subset of its range.
Preliminaries.
Let f:X->-Rn be a continuous mapping of finite Lebesgue ¿-area from a compact oriented ¿-dimensional C°° manifold X with 2_¿5ín, and let A be a subset of A'.
A(«, k) will denote the set of all integer ¿-tuples A=(A,, • • • , Xk) with l^Xx<-■ -<4="-Corresponding to each such X, let pk be the orthogonal projection of R" onto Rk defined hy px(yx, • • • ,y")**(yXl, ■ • • ,yx), and set fx=p>. °f. The restriction of/ [resp.,/A] to a subset E of X will be denoted by (/ E) [resp., (/", £)], and L will denote the Lebesgue ¿-area functional. Thus, L(f, £)=sup L(f, T), where the supremum is taken over all finitely triangulable subsets T of E. 
The rectifiability of /(S). Recall that a subset W of Rn is H\-

